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a b s t r a c t
First principles models are commonly obtained using ﬁnite element or ﬁnite difference methods. One of
the advantages of these models is that the states in the model have a clear physical interpretation. This
makes of them perfect candidates for the monitoring of the states of the system. Unfortunately, the CPU
time associated with each evaluation of these complex models is often far too large for these models to be
used for online monitoring purposes. This paper introduces a general method to approximate a computationally expensive ﬁrst principles model with a quasi-linear parameter varying (q-LPV) model. Besides
approximating the original model accurately and conserving the physical interpretation of the states, the
resulting q-LPV model has generally a much simpler structure than the original model. This in turn
implies that the CPU time associated with each model evaluation is generally considerably reduced,
allowing the use of these models for online monitoring. Unlike other q-LPV identiﬁcation techniques,
the proposed method extensively uses the availability of the original ﬁrst principles model.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
This paper presents a novel approach for reducing the complexity of large scale ﬁrst principle models in order to accelerate the
computations with these models. Accelerating such large scale
models is indeed absolutely necessary to enable the use of these
models for online state estimation (monitoring). The proposed approach consists of using data generated with the ﬁrst principle
model to identify a quasi-linear parameter varying (q-LPV) model
whose order is chosen in such a way that the simpliﬁed model is
a sufﬁciently accurate approximation of the original ﬁrst principle
model.
Large scale ﬁrst principles models, which can be used to describe the dynamical behaviour of complex industrial processes,
are commonly obtained using ﬁnite element or ﬁnite difference
methods with a very ﬁne spatial grid. Consequently, the obtained
state-space models (1) and (2) are characterized by a very large
state vector 
xðkÞ (typically dimð
xðkÞÞ  103 —109 ) and complex


non-linear functions f ðÞ and hðÞ:

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ f ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ

ð1Þ

 xðkÞ; uðkÞÞ:
yðkÞ ¼ hð

ð2Þ
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In Eqs. (1) and (2), the vector uðkÞ represents the inputs of the
system and the vector yðkÞ the measured outputs. In such ﬁrst
principle models, the states xðkÞ have a clear physical interpretation. In fact, ﬁrst principle modeling is the only technique1 which
allows to describe the relation between the inputs uðkÞ and the
physical properties that are not directly measured i.e. the state
vector xðkÞ. Consequently, in theory, such a model is the perfect
tool for the online monitoring of these physical properties. However, we will see that, in practice, this is not the case. Indeed,
the monitoring of the state vector is typically performed using
non-linear Kalman ﬁltering. Non-linear Kalman ﬁltering estimates
the state vector x at time k from uðkÞ, yðkÞ and the estimate of
x at time k  1. For this purpose, the algorithm requires a number
of evaluations of the model (1) and (2) which is proportional to
(at least) dimðxðkÞÞ. Knowing that, due to the complexity of the

functions f ðÞ and hðÞ,
the CPU time required by one model evaluation can be of the order of the sampling interval, these large
scale ﬁrst principles model can usually only be used for off-line
simulation studies.
The problem of simplifying a large scale ﬁrst principles model to
enable online monitoring of the physical variables 
xðkÞ (and to enable control design) is thus of the highest importance. Based on the
considerations above, the simpliﬁcation of the model must involve
both

1

Data-based modeling is only able to describe the input–output behaviour.
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1. the reduction of the number of states (in order to reduce the
number of model evaluations required for the state estimation),
2. the reduction of the complexity of the non-linear functions
involved in the non-linear model (in order to reduce the time
required for each of the remaining evaluations).
In this paper, we will focus on the second objective. Indeed, the
problem of an overly large state dimension has already been extensively studied in the literature [8,18,13]. This problem can be
solved by using projection based model reduction technique such
as proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) [8] or (empirical)
non-linear balancing [18,13]. POD techniques allow one to derive
a matrix T with (much) more rows than columns and this matrix
is used to project the original state vector 
xðkÞ into a reduced-order
state vector xðkÞ (i.e. with dimðxðkÞÞ  dimð
xðkÞÞ). This is done
xðkÞ with T y the pseudo-inusing the following relation xðkÞ ¼ T y 
verse of the mapping T. The matrix T is determined in such a
way that the physical state 
xðkÞ can be accurately reconstructed
from the reduced-order states xðkÞ using the mapping TxðkÞ i.e.

xðkÞ  TxðkÞ. By doing this, the original ﬁrst principle model (1)
and (2) can be replaced by the following reduced-order model:

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ f ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ , T yf ðTxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ

yðkÞ ¼ hðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ , hðTxðkÞ;
uðkÞÞ

ð4Þ

xðkÞ ¼ TxðkÞ

ð5Þ

ð3Þ

With (empirical) non-linear balancing [18,13], the reduction of the
state dimension can be obtained in a slightly different, but similar
way.
The model (3) and (4) can be used in non-linear Kalman ﬁltering
to deliver an estimate ^
xðkÞ of the reduced-order state xðkÞ and (5)

can then be used to construct the estimate ^
xðkÞ of the original state

vector 
xðkÞ i.e. ^
xðkÞ ¼ T ^
xðkÞ. Since dimðxðkÞÞ  dimð
xðkÞÞ, the number of evaluations of the model (3) and (4) required to compute
^

xðkÞ (and thus ^
xðkÞ) is strongly reduced. However, the above procedure does not necessarily reduce the computational effort2 per
model evaluation. Indeed, the model (3) and (4) still involves the

complicated non-linear functions f ð:Þ and hð:Þ.
In fact, only when
the original model (1) and (2) is linear, a state dimension reduction
as presented above will result in a model that can be evaluated signiﬁcantly faster than the original full order model.
As a consequence, online monitoring is generally still impossible with the model (3) and (4) and the second simpliﬁcation objective has also to be performed. This second simpliﬁcation objective
is to reduce the complexity of the non-linear functions f ð:Þ and hð:Þ
in (3) and (4) (or equivalently to reduce the complexity of the non in (1) and (2)) and as a consequence to
linear functions f ð:Þ and hð:Þ
reduce the computation time per model evaluation.
In the literature, different approaches are available in order to
reduce the complexity of the non-linear functions f ð:Þ (resp. f ð:Þ)
 (resp. hð:Þ) for this purpose.
and hð:Þ
The ﬁrst approach consists of simplifying the physical relations
that were used to generate the model (1) and (2). Physical relations
can be simpliﬁed by ignoring higher order terms, or neglecting certain effects (see Ref. [15] and references therein). While good results can be obtained in this manner [6], such an approach is
highly problem speciﬁc and requires process specialists to perform
the model simpliﬁcation.
The second approach is a partitioning method [1,5]. Partitioning
methods split the original state 
xðkÞ into two parts: 
x½1 ðkÞ and
½2
½1


x ðkÞ. The model (1) is only used to compute x , the remaining

2
When the model is available in implicit form, some increase in simulation speed
can sometimes be obtained. This decrease in CPU time per model evaluation is mostly
only minor [1,19].

states are reconstructed using linear methods. A drawback of this
approach is that it is generally difﬁcult to ﬁnd an appropriate partitioning allowing the accurate reconstruction of 
x½2 ðkÞ.
As opposed to the previous approaches, the third approach is
very simple to implement. In this approach, the initial model (1)
and (2) is ﬁrst linearized around a chosen working point before
the state dimension is reduced [15]. Indeed, as already mentioned,
for linear models, the reduction of the state dimension results in a
considerable reduction of the computation time. A drawback of
this method is that linearization only results in reasonably accurate models if the original system was already close to a linear
system.
The fourth approach encountered in the literature simpliﬁes the
full order state Eq. (1) using a data-based approach [10]. More precisely, simulation data f
xðkÞ; uðkÞg are generated with (1). The
simulation data 
xðkÞ are projected into the reduced-order
xðkÞ using the matrix T y derived using POD techniques
xðkÞ ¼ T y 
with the simulation data (or other data). Subsequently, a subspace
estimator is used to identify a linear (and thus much faster) model
of the relation between xðkÞ and uðkÞ. Like in the third approach,
the main drawback of this method is that, if the original model
shows signiﬁcant nonlinearities, the accuracy of the linear model
will be limited.
There should always be a trade-off between the accuracy of the
approximated model and the reduction of the computation time
per model evaluation. That is why Ref. [17] builds on the ideas of
Huisman and Weiland [10] and proposes to also identify the nonlinear part using an empirical structure. In this sense, the present paper can be considered as an extension of the approach in Ref. [17].
Our procedure indeed uses simulation data to identify a simple
non-linear approximation of the complex non-linear model. However, our approach differs from the methodology in Ref. [17] mainly
in the fact that we propose a clear procedure in order to come up
with the empirical structure for the non-linear part (see below).
Since, the most CPU time is generally by far spent evaluating the
state equation, we will only consider the simpliﬁcation of the nonlinear function f ð:Þ (resp. f ð:Þ). Our procedure starts by identifying a
linear model of the non-linear Eq. (3):

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ A0 xðkÞ þ B0 uðkÞ þ d0

ð6Þ

We show that this can be done using a classical linear least-square
optimization. If this linear model is not sufﬁcient to achieve the desired accuracy, we will use the same data to identify a quasi-linear
parameter varying model3 to complete the linear model (6):

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ A0 xðkÞ þ B0 uðkÞ þ d0
XM
þ
/ ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ½Am xðkÞ þ Bm uðkÞ þ dm 
m¼1 m
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}

ð7Þ

q-LPV model

In the q-LPV model, we see that M component linear models
ðAm ; Bm ; dM Þ are summed after being weighted according to scalar
scheduling functions /m ðÞ. The scheduling functions /m ðÞ determine how the behaviour of the identiﬁed model should change
according to the current operating point. Even using a relatively
low number of component models and relatively simple scheduling
functions /m ðÞ a wide variety of non-linear models can be accurately approximated using the structure (7) and this approximation
will require, due to its simplicity, considerably less computation
time per model evaluation.
The problem of identifying q-LPV models has been extensively
studied in non-linear identiﬁcation literature. The current methods
can be divided into the following categories:

3
Quasi-linear parameter varying (q-LPV) models are also known under the names
local linear models or fuzzy models.
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1. identify scheduling functions /m ðÞ and models Am ; Bm ; dm for
m ¼ 1; . . . ; M simultaneously, see e.g. Refs. [21,3,14],
2. functions /m ðÞ are assumed known, identify only Am ; Bm ; dm for
m ¼ 1; . . . ; M,
3. two stage methods: ﬁrst determine scheduling functions /m ðÞ
then identify Am ; Bm ; dm for m ¼ 1; . . . ; M [11,2].
In this paper, we will introduce a new method to identify q-LPV
models which will use the speciﬁcities of the identiﬁcation problem considered in this paper. The identiﬁcation problem in this paper is indeed quite different from classical identiﬁcation problems.
The main speciﬁcity is that we will identify a simpliﬁed model4 of
the known non-linear Eq. (3). This implies that we are able to generate simulation data Z N ¼ fuð1Þ; xð1Þ; . . . ; uðNÞ; xðNÞg concerning the
states xðkÞ which are in practice unmeasured. This also implies that
the data are not perturbed by noise. Finally, since we know the system we want to identify, we will be able to use this knowledge for
the identiﬁcation. Our q-LPV identiﬁcation approach is a two stage
method:
1. Unlike most q-LPV identiﬁcation methods, we will ﬁrst determine the linear component models. For this purpose, the complex non-linear model (3) is linearized around each data pair
ðuðkÞ; xðkÞÞ in Z N . The most signiﬁcant linear behaviours among
these N local linear models are subsequently determined using
a similar POD technique as the one used for state reduction.
2. Then, in a second step, we parameterize the scheduling functions /m ð; hm Þ and estimate the optimal values for hm using
the simulation data.
The optimal length M for the expansion in (7) is determined in
order to achieve the desired accuracy.
2. q-LPV models and notations
In this paper, we consider the approximation of complex nonlinear state-space models using both linear and quasi-LPV model
structures. In this section, we describe in details these model structures and introduce some useful notations.
A linear model structure for the state equation is given by:

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ A xðkÞ þ B uðkÞ þ d

ð8Þ

n1

where xðkÞ 2 R
is the state vector at time k; uðkÞ the input of the
system, d 2 Rn1 an offset vector and ðA; BÞ the state-space matrices.
The parameters that can be tuned to approximate the non-linear
system are the matrices A and B and the vector d. These parameters
can be collected in a parameter vector V:

V¼



v ecðAÞ

T

v ec

T

ðBÞ

T

v ecðdÞ



ð9Þ

The column vector V is here deﬁned using the operator v ecð:Þ. For a
matrix A, the row vector v ecðAÞ is in this paper obtained by putting
aside of each other the rows of A. Note that this deﬁnition is different from the usual one. Using this notation, the linear model structure (8) can be rewritten as:

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ V

ð10Þ

with ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ a matrix deﬁned as:


ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ ¼ In

xT ðkÞ In

uT ðkÞ In



Let us now deﬁne what we mean by quasi-LPV model. However, let
us ﬁrst introduce the notion of LPV model. A LPV model is a timevarying linear combination of linear models ðAm ; Bm ; dm Þ m ¼ 1 . . . M:

xðk þ 1Þ ¼

M
X

/m ðpðkÞÞ ðAm xðkÞ þ Bm uðkÞ þ dm Þ

m¼1

We see that the coefﬁcients /m of the linear combination are dependent on the value of a so-called scheduling parameter vector pðkÞ
which is supposed to be a measurable function of the time. These
coefﬁcients are thus scalar-valued static functions of pðkÞ and are
called scheduling functions. These scheduling functions determine
how the modeled behaviour should change depending on the value
of the scheduling parameter. In a LPV model, it is generally assumed
that pðkÞ is not related to the state vector xðkÞ or to the input uðkÞ of
the system. In contrast, a quasi-LPV model or fuzzy model is a LPV
model where


pðkÞ ¼

xðkÞ



uðkÞ

This yields:

xðk þ 1Þ ¼

M
X

/m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ ðAm xðkÞ þ Bm uðkÞ þ dm Þ

or equivalently:

xðk þ 1Þ ¼

M
X

/m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ ð Am

0
1
! xðkÞ
B
C
dm Þ @ uðkÞ A
1
!

Bm

m¼1

¼ ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ

M
X

/m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ Vm

where Vm ðm ¼ 1 . . . MÞ is deﬁned similarly as V (see (9)) but here
with Am ; Bm and dm . In order to be able to approximate a system
using this model structure, different parameters have to be determined. First of all, the number M of components in the expansion
and then the M vectors Vm containing the coefﬁcients of the linear
models and ﬁnally the M scheduling functions /m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ. These
scheduling functions are generally also parametrized using a
parameter vector hm . An example of such parametrization is a simple linear form:



/m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞ; hm Þ ¼ xT ðkÞ uT ðkÞ 1 hm

ð14Þ

Consequently, determining the scheduling functions is equivalent
to determining the parameter vectors hm ðm ¼ 1 . . . MÞ.
Remark. In (12) and (13), we have represented the q-LPV model as
a (state and input-dependent) linear combination of linear statespace models. State-space models are indeed a very compact
parametrization. However, a drawback of choosing such models for
the q-LPV parametrization is that, even if each component model is
stable, their linear combination is not necessarily stable. In order to
circumvent this eventual problem, one could instead construct the
q-LPV model using ﬁnite length impulse response (FIR) component
models. Indeed, a linear combination of FIR models is always
stable. If we use M FIR component models of length L for the q-LPV
parametrization, the expressions (12) and (13) become:

ð11Þ
M
X

/m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ

m¼1

It could seem odd to identify a model of another model (i.e. the ﬁrst principle
model) instead of directly identifying the system itself. However, it is important to
note that collecting real-life data will only allow to identify a model of the input–
output behaviour of the system while we are here also interested by the relation
between inputs and states.

ð13Þ

m¼1

xðk þ 1Þ ¼

4

ð12Þ

m¼1

¼ Zðu; kÞ

L1
X

!
g m ðiÞuðk  iÞ

i¼0
M
X

!

/m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ Gm

m¼1

with Zðu;kÞ ¼ ðuðkÞ uðk  1Þ...uðk  L þ 1ÞÞ 2 R1L and Gm ¼ ðg m ð0Þ
g m ð1Þ...g m ðL  1ÞÞT 2 RL1 ðm ¼ 1...MÞ. The procedure we present in
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the sequel to identify q-LPV models of ﬁrst principle models can be
applied for both the state-space and the FIR parametrization of qLPV models (see [4] for more details).

3. Problem statement
Suppose that a real-life system can be described by a non-linear
state-space simulation model:

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ f ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ

ð15Þ

yðkÞ ¼ hðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ

ð16Þ

n1

where xðkÞ 2 R
is the state vector at time k; uðkÞ is a vector containing the inputs of the system. Finally, f ð:Þ and hð:Þ are two static
non-linear functions. We assume that this model perfectly describes
the behaviour of the system and that the state vector xðkÞ is a vector
of physical quantities that are important to monitor.5 This simulation model can be freely used for simulations; gradients can be
computed (at least numerically). However, as mentioned in the
introduction, this model is too complex for on-line monitoring (or
for control design purposes). The main reason for that is that the
static function f ð:Þ is so complex that the time required to update
the state vector and the output vector with (15) and (16) is of the
same order or even larger than the sampling interval T s and this
of course prevents the use of the model (15) and (16) for online control and monitoring purposes since monitoring and control algorithms generally require multiple evaluations of the model per
sampling period. The complexity of the function f ð:Þ is mainly due
to its large number of input and output arguments. Note that the
function hð:Þ is often less problematic since the dimension of yðkÞ
is typically much smaller that the dimension of xðkÞ. Consequently,
in the sequel, we will only focus on the state equation (15).
To sum up, the available simulation model gives very useful
information on the physical states of the system, but can only be
used to monitor/control the system off-line (which is not very
interesting). Our objective in the sequel will therefore be to keep
(most) of this useful information on the physical states while
allowing online monitoring (and control). For this purpose, we will
apply to the simulation model (15) a typical input/ disturbance trajectory uðkÞ and store the corresponding state vector xðkÞ. It yields
the following data set:

Z N ¼ fxðkÞ; uðkÞ j k ¼ 1 . . . Ng
Subsequently, we will use these data to identify a simpliﬁed model
for (15). This simpliﬁed model

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ fid ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ

ð17Þ

is such that the state and the input vectors are identical to those
in (15). To ensure that the simulation time of the identiﬁed model is much smaller than the one of the initial model (15), we will
identify this model within model structures such as linear model
structure or q-LPV model structures with a small expansion
length M. The reduction of simulation time with respect to (15)
is obvious if we replace the non-linear function f ð:Þ by a linear
state-space model (8). For a q-LPV model (12), the reduction of
computation time can be evidenced by comparing the complexity
of the scheduling functions /m ð:Þ and of the function f ð:Þ. Both
functions have the same number of input arguments i.e. xðkÞ
and uðkÞ. However, /m has only one output argument while f ð:Þ
has n output arguments. Consequently, if the number M of scheduling functions /m ð:Þ is much smaller than n (as it ought to be),
evaluating the identiﬁed q-LPV model will require (much) less
5

As mentioned in the introduction, this vector is generally a reduced-order state
vector obtained via proper orthogonal decomposition, but which can be easily back
computed into the vector with physical meaning.

time than evaluating the initial model (15). One objective of
the identiﬁcation of the q-LPV model will therefore be to obtain
the smallest expansion length M.
Reducing the computational burden is one aspect of the identiﬁcation, the accuracy of the identiﬁed model with respect to the
initial model is another one. For this purpose, we impose the following accuracy constraint:
1
N

PN

2
k¼1 jf ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ  fid ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞj
PN
2
1
k¼1 jf ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞj
N

< af

ð18Þ

where the constant af is chosen to make a trade-off between the
complexity and the accuracy of the simpliﬁed model. For the accuracy constraint (18) to be really effective, it is important that Z N be a
representative data set. We make therefore the following
assumption:
Assumption 3.1. It will be assumed that all the nonlinearities of
the system that are relevant for its working area have been excited
i.e., the available data Z N is representative for the whole working
area of the model (15).
The assumption above states that the dataset Z N enables the
determination of a model (17) that is accurate in the entire working area. For non-linear models it is not trivial to verify that a given
data set has this property. In our identiﬁcation procedure we will
ignore this problem for now.
As already mentioned above, we consider two different model
structures for the identiﬁcation of (17): the linear model structure
and the q-LPV model structure. Due to its simplicity, we will of
course begin with the linear model structure:
Problem 1. Given the state equation (15) and a data set Z N
fulﬁlling Assumption 3.1. Determine, based on Z N , the coefﬁcients
V0 of a linear model (10):

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ fid ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ ¼ ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ V0
minimizing the prediction error

1
N

PN

2
k¼1 jf ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ  fid ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞj .

If the linear model solving Problem 1 is sufﬁcient for (18) to
hold, there is no need to continue with q-LPV modeling. However,
in most cases, a linear model will not be sufﬁcient to fulﬁll (18)
since the non-linear behaviour of f ð:Þ cannot be neglected. The
non-linear behaviour of f ð:Þ can be characterized by the difference
between f ð:Þ and the linear model solving Problem 1

Df ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ,f ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ  ðZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ V0 Þ

ð19Þ

This is the function Df ð:Þ that we will try to approximate by a q-LPV
model (13) in such a way that the accuracy constraint (18) holds
(see Problem 2). This accuracy constraint can be rewritten in terms
of Df and of the to-be-identiﬁed q-LPV model as follows:
P
2
PN
M
1
k¼1 Df ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ  ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ
m¼1 /m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞ; hm Þ Vm
N
< af
PN
2
1
k¼1 jf ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞj
N
ð20Þ

Problem 2. Given the function (19) and a data set Z N fulﬁlling
Assumption 3.1. Determine, based on Z N , the q-LPV model (13)
with the smallest expansion M in such a way that (20) holds.
To determine the optimal q-LPV model of Problem 2, we obviously need to determine the length M of the expansion, but also
the coefﬁcients Vm of the M linear models and the M vectors hm
parametrizing the scheduling functions /m ð:Þ (see (14)).
Remark. The constant af in (20) must be chosen with care. Indeed,
if we choose af too small, we have the risk of overﬁtting. It is
therefore advisable to validate the obtained q-LPV model with
another data set.
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1. Set M ¼ 1.
2. Based on the data Z N , determine hm ; Vm ðm ¼ 1 . . . MÞ as
follows:

4. Solution to the two identiﬁcation problems
4.1. Problem 1: best linear approximation

arg

Problem 1 corresponds to the following linear least-square
problem:
N
1X
V0 ¼ arg min
jf ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ  ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ Vj2
V
N k¼1

Df ðx; uÞ  Df ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ þ AðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ ðx  xðkÞÞ
þ BðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ ðu  uðkÞÞ

@ Df ðx; uÞ
@u

x¼xðkÞ; u¼uðkÞ

Df ðx; uÞ  AðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ x þ BðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ u þ @ ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ
with

@ ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ ¼ Df ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ  AðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ xðkÞ  BðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ uðkÞ
It is important to note that the non-linear mapping Df ðx; uÞ at the
data point ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ is perfectly described by the linear mapping
(i.e. the local linear model) developed above:

Df ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ ¼ AðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ xðkÞ þ BðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ uðkÞ þ @ ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ
0
1
xðkÞ

B
C
¼ AðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ BðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ @ ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ @ uðkÞ A
1
¼ ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ

ð22Þ

ð23Þ

where ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ is deﬁned in (11) and !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ is a column vector deﬁned similarly as V (see (9)).
Note that such a local linear model (23) can easily be computed
(e.g. numerically) using the available knowledge of the non-linear
function f ð:Þ. Note also that this model can be derived for the N
data points yielding a set of N vectors !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ ðk ¼ 1 . . . NÞ
describing the N local linear models.
Using (23), the constraint (20) can be rewritten as follows:

PN

k¼1

!

2

/m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞ; hm Þ Vm

m¼1

k¼1

Unfortunately, the optimization problem (25) is a practically
unsolvable problem even if a particular structure for the parametrization of the scheduling functions is ﬁxed a-priori. In the sequel,
we nevertheless propose a sub-optimal procedure which allows us
to determine the vectors Vm and hm ðm ¼ 1 . . . MÞ of a q-LPV model
achieving for k ¼ 1 . . . N:
Df ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ

M
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{
X
ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ!ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ  ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ
/m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞ; hm Þ Vm

!

m¼1

Algorithm 4.2

The above expression can be rewritten as follows:

1
N

M
X

This procedure is presented in subsections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 and can
thus replace the second step of Algorithm 4.1. This leads to the following feasible algorithm for solving Problem 2.

with

x¼xðkÞ; u¼uðkÞ

ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ 

ð25Þ

4.2.1. Local linearization
If the best linear approximation determined in the previous
subsection is not sufﬁcient to achieve the accuracy constraint
(18), we will need to develop a q-LPV approximation of the function Df (see (19)). Even though Df represents the non-linear behaviour of the state equation (15), the non-linear function Df ðx; uÞ can
be approximated by a linear mapping at each data point in Z N (at
each point on the trajectory) by linearizing Df ðx; uÞ around each
of these points ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ:

BðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ ¼

N
X

1
N

3. Verify whether the q-LPV model identiﬁed in step 2 satisﬁes
(24). If it is so, STOP. Otherwise, set M ¼ M þ 1 and go to step 2.

4.2. Problem 2: q-LPV approximation

@ Df ðx; uÞ
@x



ð21Þ

with xðkÞ and uðkÞ in the data set Z N

AðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ ¼

min

Vm ; hm ðm¼1...MÞ


2
P
ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ  M
m¼1 /m ðxðkÞ;uðkÞ; hm Þ Vm
< af
PN
2
1
k¼1 jf ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞj
N
ð24Þ

Solving Problem 2 (i.e. determining the smallest M (and the corresponding Vm and hm ) such that (24) holds) can be tackled using
the following optimal algorithm.
Algorithm 4.1. An optimal algorithm to solve Problem 2 is as
follows.

1. Set M ¼ 1.
2. Based on the data Z N , determine hm ; Vm ðm ¼ 1 . . . MÞ using the
procedure presented in subsections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.
3. Verify whether the q-LPV model identiﬁed in step 2 satisﬁes
(24). If it is so, STOP. Otherwise, set M ¼ M þ 1 and go to step 2.
The procedure presented in subsections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 ﬁrst
determines the M linear models of the expansion and thereafter
the parameter vectors hm parametrizing the scheduling functions.
4.2.2. Sub-optimal determination of Vm ðm ¼ 1 . . . MÞ
To determine the vectors Vm parametrizing the linear models,
we will suppose that the scheduling functions have not any structure, but are instead just scalar coefﬁcients bm;k i.e. /m ðxðkÞ;
uðkÞ;hm Þ ¼ bm;k ðk ¼ 1...NÞ ðm ¼ 1...MÞ.
We then notice by inspecting (25) that if we could ﬁnd an
P
expansion M
m¼1 bm;k Vm which is equal to !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ for k ¼ 1 . . . N,
we would have found a perfect q-LPV model.6 Based on this observation, it is justiﬁed to use the following optimization problem to
determine the coefﬁcients Vopt
m of the linear models in the q-LPV
expansion

arg

min

Vm bm;k

N
M
X
1 X
!ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ 
bm;k Vm
N k¼1
m¼1

2

ð26Þ

As opposed to (25), the optimization problem (26) is easily solvable.
Indeed, since !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ and Vm are vectors, solving this optimization
problem is equivalent to applying a proper orthogonal decomposition of the matrix



N ¼ !ðxð1Þ;uð1ÞÞ !ðxð2Þ;uð2ÞÞ . . . !ðxðNÞ;uðNÞÞ



P
Note that a perfect match (i.e. M
m¼1 bm;k Vm ¼ !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ 8k) is possible if M is
chosen equal to the dimension of the coefﬁcient vectors ! and Vm . However, since M
will be typically much smaller than the dimension n of the state vector, it will be also
much smaller than the dimension of Vm .
6
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Consequently, the optimal parameter vectors Vopt
m ðm ¼ 1::MÞ are
given by the ﬁrst M column vectors of the matrix U in the singular
value decomposition of N ¼ U RV and the optimal coefﬁcients bopt
m;k
are given by:
T
opt
bopt
m;k ¼ !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ Vm

k ¼ 1...N m ¼ 1...M

Remark. It is important to note that the optimal parameter
vectors Vopt
m ðm ¼ 1 . . . ; MÞ are determined by exploiting the
possibility we have to linearize the non-linear function Df ðx; uÞ
or, in other words, by exploiting our knowledge of Df ðx; uÞ. The
optimal parameter vectors Vopt
m ðm ¼ 1 . . . ; MÞ are consequently
not ‘‘identiﬁed” using the data Z N . The data are only used to
determine at which points Df ðx; uÞ must be linearized.
4.2.3. Determination of /m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞ; hm Þ ðm ¼ 1 . . . MÞ
In the previous subsection, we have determines an expansion
such that:

Df ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ  ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ

M
X

!
opt
bopt
m;k Vm

m¼1

linear least-squares problem which can be easily solved. For
more complex structures that are not linear in hm , the parameters of the scheduling functions have to be determined using
non-linear optimization techniques. For the previously mentioned structures involving radial basis functions or fuzzy membership functions, good initial conditions can be obtained by
applying clustering methods on the computed coefﬁcients bm;k
[2].
Remark. Even for simple linear parameterizations of the scheduling functions /m ð; hm Þ such as (14), determining parameters
vectors hm can sometimes be difﬁcult. The difﬁculties occur when
the least-squares problem (27) is ill-conditioned. In such cases it
is advisable to approximately solve the least-squares criterion
(27) using a truncated SVD, to effectively reduce the degrees of
freedom in the least-squares problem. For more details, see
[7,16]. Note also that other methods than the one presented
above exist for the determination of the scheduling functions /m ;
see e.g. [9]

5. Simulation example
5.1. Simulation model

N

for all fxðkÞ; uðkÞg in Z . In this subsection, we will replace the
unstructured coefﬁcients bm;k by structured scheduling functions
such as in (14). This step is absolutely necessary. Indeed, these coefﬁcients bm;k only allow to compute Df ðx; uÞ at the N data points in
Z N . Consequently, if these coefﬁcients are not replaced, it would
be impossible to compute Df ðx; uÞ for points x and u which are
not in the simulation data.
The ﬁrst step here is to choose a structure for the scheduling
functions /m ð:Þ. Since the functions /m ð; hm Þ are not required to
have any physical interpretation, we are free to chose any model
structure we would like. The choice for structure of these functions
is a trade-off between complexity and ﬂexibility. An example of a
simple structure is given in (14). The main advantage of this afﬁne
parametrization is that the structure is linear in its parameter vector hm and the number of parameters is relatively small. The drawback of this model structure is that such a structure may not be
ﬂexible enough to allow for an accurate identiﬁed model. If more
complex scheduling functions are required, it is possible to use
more complex structures using for instance radial basis functions
[20] or fuzzy membership functions [2]. To select an appropriate
structure for the scheduling functions, it is often helpful to look
at plots of the computed coefﬁcients bm;k as a function of the states
and inputs ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ 2 Z N .
Once a structure has been selected, all that remains is to estimate the parameter vectors hm ðm ¼ 1 . . . ; MÞ of the scheduling
functions for the M linear models determined in the previous subsection. Given the optimal criterion (25), the most optimal way to
determine these vectors hm ðm ¼ 1 . . . MÞ is as follows:

opt
hopt
1 ; . . . ; hM

¼ arg

min

hm ðm¼1 ... ; MÞ

In this section, in order to illustrate our results, we consider an
iron solid square plate that is heated and cooled at the edges, see
Fig. 1. The considered plate is 0.01 m tick and its sides are 0.5 m
long. The plate is heated via four heating surfaces that completely
cover its four sides (the temperature along each of the four sides of
the plate can therefore be supposed uniform and equal to the temperature of the corresponding heating surfaces). The temperatures
of these heating surfaces can be freely chosen and will therefore be
the four inputs of the system.
A model of the plate can be constructed from the energy balance over an inﬁnitesimal small surface area dp dq at spatial coordinates ðp; qÞ7:

q c h dp dq

@Tðp; q; tÞ
¼ r  Jðp; q; tÞ;
@t

in which h ¼ 0:01 m is the tickness of the plate, q ¼ 7870 kg=m3 is
the mass-density of the plate, c ¼ 4690 J=ðkg=KÞ is the heat capacity
of the plate. The r operator in the above expression is deﬁned as:

r¼

@
@p
@
@q

!
ð29Þ

:

The function Jðp; q; tÞ : R3 ! R2 is a vector function that represents
the heat transfer at location ðp; qÞ and at time t. The heat transfer
function Jðp; q; tÞ is given by:

Jðp; q; tÞ ¼ kðTðp; q; tÞÞrTðp; q; tÞ;

N
M
X
1 X
ZðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ 
/m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞ; hm Þ Vopt
m
N k¼1
m¼1

with the linear models Vopt
as determined in the previous
m
subsection.
Note that if the scheduling functions /m ð; hm Þ are chosen linear in hm such as in (14), the resulting minimization problem is a

ð28Þ

!

ð30Þ

2

ð27Þ

7
We use the spatial coordinates ðp; qÞ instead of the more conventional spatial
coordinates ðx; yÞ to prevent confusion with the state vector xðkÞ and measurement
vector yðkÞ.
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tial coordinate p and q are approximated using ﬁnite differences.
For example, the spatial derivative with respect to p is approximated using the following equation:

@Tðp; q; tÞ
@p

Fig. 1. Simulated heated plate example. The plate is heated or cooled along the
complete edges on all sides. The physical equation are solved on a 32 by 32 grid
using implicit Euler integration.

with kðTðp; q; tÞÞ a temperature-dependent heat conductivity coefﬁcient. Here, we assume that kðTðp; q; tÞÞ is given by:

kðTðp; q; tÞÞ ¼

1
3
Tðp; q; tÞ3 þ Tðp; q; tÞ þ 80:
2560
8

ð31Þ

The heat conductivity as a function of temperature is plotted in
Fig. 2. It should be noted that this particular heat conductivity function is not based on physics. Instead the function was chosen for the
model to have some reasonable non-linear characteristics in order
to be appropriate to test our model approximation techniques.
The model (28)–(31) can be rewritten in the non-linear statespace form using a ﬁnite differences method. The ﬁnite differences
method imposes a grid on the plate. We have chosen to use a grid
of 32 by 32 elements. In each grid-cell, the temperature and all
other material properties are assumed to be constant. In the
remainder we shall denote the p-coordinate (horizontal position)
of a column of grid-cells as pðip Þ with ip 2 f1; . . . ; 32g. Similarly
the q-coordinate (vertical position) of a row of cells is denoted as
qðiq Þ with iq 2 f1; . . . ; 32g. Spatial derivatives with respect to spa-


p¼pðip Þ;q;t

Tðpðip þ 1Þ; q; tÞ  Tðpðip Þ; q; tÞ
:
pðip þ 1Þ  pðip Þ

ð32Þ

The partial derivatives with respect to q are approximated in the
same manner.
After approximating the spatial derivatives using ﬁnite differences, the resulting model 
xðkÞ ¼ f ð
xðkÞ; uðkÞÞ is a set of 1024
non-linear ordinary differential equations. These equations are
solved using an implicit Euler method, using an integration time
interval of 20 s. The state vector 
xðkÞ in this model represents the
temperature at each of the 1024 grid-cells while the input uðkÞ is
a vector containing the temperatures applied at each of the sides.
The state dimension of this model can nevertheless be easily reduced to 25 using classical POD techniques [1] and this without
loosing the physical interpretation: the 1024 initial states can indeed be accurately estimated from the 25 states of the ﬁnal model.
This ﬁnal model is of the form (15):

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ f ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ

ð33Þ

with xðkÞ 2 R251 and uðkÞ 2 R41 . This model is quite slow. Indeed, 131 seconds are required to perform 2500 model evaluations.
In the sequel, we will see that, using our q-LPV model approximation method, we will be able to reduce this computation time by
a factor 350 and keep the relative prediction error (18) below
af ¼ 105 (the desired accuracy).
5.2. q-LPV identiﬁcation
In order to be able to simplify the non-linear model (33) using
our q-LPV approximation technique, we will need to collect data
by simulating (33). Here, we have collected N ¼ 2500 simulation
data Z N ¼ fxð1Þ; uð1Þ; . . . ; xðNÞ; uðNÞg. The input vector which has
been chosen to generate these data is a random stair sequence
i.e. a sequence which changes values only every 40 s. The new values taken after each 40 s are independent of the past and future
values and are taken equal to realizations of a normal distribution
with zero mean and variance Q ¼ diagð225; 225; 100; 100Þ. In
Fig. 3, the ﬁrst entry of the vector uðkÞ is represented from k ¼ 1
to k ¼ 1000.

Example input signals u(k)

Heat conductivity λ(T) as a function of temperature

40

150

Bottom surface temperature

30

λ [mW/K]

Temperature (C)

Heat conductivity [mW/K]

20

100

50

10
0

-10
-20
-30

0
-50

-40
0

0
Temperature

50

Fig. 2. Plot of the chosen temperature-dependent heat conductivity function kðTÞ as
given by (31).

200

400
600
time index k→

800

1000

Fig. 3. First entry of the vector uðkÞ used for the data collection from k ¼ 1 to
k ¼ 1000. This entry corresponds to the temperature applied at the bottom of the
plate.
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As proposed in Problem 1, we will ﬁrst use the data to approximate (33) with a linear model (10) and verify whether we can
achieve a relative prediction error smaller than af ¼ 105 with
such a simple model. The parameter vector V0 corresponding to
this linear model is obtained via the least-square problem (21).
This linear model is of course much faster than the non-linear
model (33): only 0.012 second is required to achieve 2500 model
evaluations i.e. a reduction with a factor 10,000. Moreover, the linear model achieves a relative prediction error of 1:7 104 . Note
thus that this linear model is already able to predict pretty well
the behaviour of the system. However, the achieved relative error
is larger than the desired af ¼ 105 . Consequently, in order to obtain an approximation of (33) with a relative prediction error smaller than the desired af , we need to extend the best linear
approximation V0 with a q-LPV model as proposed in Problem 2.
For this purpose, we have applied Algorithm 4.2. In this algorithm, for each value of M, the procedure presented in Sub Sections
4.2.2 and 4.2.3 must be followed to ﬁnd the (optimal) q-LPV model
with this expansion length. In this procedure, the M linear models
of the expansion are ﬁrst determined. For this purpose we linearize
the non-linear model (33) around all data points ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ 2 Z N .
This delivers !ðxðkÞ;uðkÞÞ for k ¼ 1 . . . 2500. We then use a SVD decomposition technique to solve (26) i.e. to determine the optimal
PM
opt
opt
with unstructured coefﬁcients. The M
expansion
m¼1 bm;k Vm
linear models speciﬁed by Vopt
m are then used to determine the M
scheduling functions via the optimization problem (27). For this
purpose, we need to deﬁne a parametrization for the scheduling
functions. In the sequel, we present how we have determined this
parametrization for the iteration step where M ¼ 5.
To ﬁnd an appropriate model structure for the scheduling functions /m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞ; hm Þ, we plot the relation existing between the
coefﬁcients bopt
m;k and the corresponding states xðkÞ or the corresponding input uðkÞ for k ¼ 1 . . . N. In Fig. 4, we present such a plot.
In this plot, the coefﬁcients bopt
3;k is plotted against the fourth entry
u4 ðkÞ of the input vector uðkÞ. Based on the shape of the curve in
Fig. 4, we can conclude that the coefﬁcients bopt
3;k seem to behave
as a third order polynomial function of uðkÞ. Similar plots of coefﬁcients bopt
m;k against entries of xðkÞ suggest that a similar relation
and xðkÞ. This is not surprising since the nonexists between bopt
m;k
linearity of the original model (33) is caused by kðTÞ which is a
third order polynomial function of the temperature. Finally, after
some trials and errors, we have chosen the following structure
for the ﬁve scheduling functions /m ðxðkÞ; uðkÞ; hm Þ:

/m ðxred ðkÞ; uðkÞ; hm Þ ¼ ½1 ½xðkÞT1:8 uðkÞT ½xðkÞ31:4T ½uðkÞ3 T hm ;

ð34Þ

0.5
0.4
0.3

with hm a parameter vector of dimension 21. Since we have chosen a
scheduling function that is linear in the parameter vectors hm for
m ¼ 1; . . . ; 5, the optimization problem (27) delivering the ﬁve
optimal parameter vectors hopt
m is here a least-square problem.
The solution of Algorithm 4.2 that we have found following this
procedure is a q-LPV model with ﬁve component models ðM ¼ 5Þ.
Indeed, M ¼ 5 is the smallest value of M for which the corresponding q-LPV model satisﬁes (20) with af ¼ 105 . The non-linear model can thus be approximated with a model made up of the
summation of this q-LPV model ðM ¼ 5Þ and the best linear
approximation. This approximation achieves the required accuracy
since the relative prediction error is smaller than af . Moreover,
only 0.37 s is required to achieve 2500 model evaluations whereas
131 s were required with the initial non-linear model (33). Consequently, we have been able to reduce the computation time by a
factor 350 while keeping a very high accuracy for the prediction
of the behaviour of the system.
As said previously, the solution of Algorithm 4.2 is a q-LPV model with ﬁve component models ðM ¼ 5Þ. To obtain this model, we
had also to construct q-LPV models with an expansion length
M ¼ 1 till M ¼ 4 (see Algorithm 4.2). For the sake of completion,
we give, in Table 1, the achieved relative error obtained with the
estimation data Z N as well as the computation time to achieve
2500 model evaluations for these four intermediary q-LPV models.
As a ﬁnal veriﬁcation of the quality of our approximations, we
have computed the relative prediction errors obtained with a set
of 2500 new data points generated by the initial system (33). The
obtained relative error for the q-LPV model with ﬁve components
(i.e. the solution of Algorithm 4.2) is 0:58  104 . As a comparison,
the obtained relative error for the best linear approximation is
3:34  104 .
5.3. Filtering example
In this section we will use the q-LPV model as identiﬁed in the
previous section in a state estimation example. In the state estimation example, we will estimate the temperature at all positions of
the heated plate (i.e. the full state 
xðkÞ of the system) using just ﬁve
temperature measurements at each time step. In order to arrive at
a proper state estimation problem, we ﬁrst extend the original
heated plate model using a additive process noise term:

xðk þ 1Þ ¼ f ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ þ wðkÞ;

ð35Þ

with f ðxðkÞ; uðkÞÞ the physical non-linear model derived in the previous section using a ﬁnite difference method. The vector
xðkÞ 2 R10241 is the state vector before POD reduction and represents thus the temperature Tðpðip Þ; qðiq Þ; kÞ in each of the 1024
grid-cells (ip ¼ 1 . . . 32; iq ¼ 1 . . . 32). The additive noise wðkÞ is chosen as a zero mean stationary white noise signal with:

EfwðkÞg ¼ 0

ð36Þ

T

ð37Þ

EfwðkÞwðkÞ g ¼ 0:01 I

0.2

Apart from a process noise, the model was extended with a observation model, i.e. a model that describes the available measure-

beta 3

0.1
0

−0.1

Table 1
Achieved relative error (left-hand side of (18)) obtained with the estimation data Z N
and the computation time to achieve 2500 model evaluations for the four intermediary q-LPV models.

−0.2
−0.3

M

−0.4
−0.5
−50

−40

−30

−20

−10

0
u1

10

20

30

40

50

Fig. 4. b3;k versus the fourth input component u4 ðkÞ (left side temperature).

Relative error

Computation time (s)

1

0:95  10

4

0.10

2

0:58  104

0.17

3

0:22  104

0.24

4

0:12  104

0.31
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Table 2
State estimation results using the original reduced-order physical model (33), the identiﬁed q-LPV model (for M ¼ 5) and an identiﬁed linear model. The relative estimation error
E is calculated via (41). For the ﬁrst two non-linear models the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) was used, for the linear model we used the normal Kalman ﬁlter.
Model

Filter

Relative error E

Original non-linear model (after POD reduction)

UKF

2  10

Identiﬁed q-LPV model ðM ¼ 5Þ

UKF

4  104

8.6

Identiﬁed linear model

KF

33  104

3.3

4

Time required for 500 state estimates (s)
1100

ments. In this example the measurement model is given by the following linear model:

6. Conclusions

3
Tðpð1Þ; qð1Þ; kÞ
7
6
6 Tðpð32Þ; qð1Þ; kÞ 7
7
6
7
yðkÞ ¼ 6
6 Tðpð16Þ; qð16Þ; kÞ 7 þ v ðkÞ;
7
6
4 Tðpð1Þ; qð32Þ; kÞ 5
Tðpð32Þ; qð32Þ; kÞ

In this paper, we have presented a method to approximate a
computationally expensive ﬁrst principles model by a q-LPV model. Besides approximating the original model accurately and conserving the physical interpretation of the states, the resulting qLPV model has generally a much simpler structure than the original model. This in turn implies that the CPU time associated with
each model evaluation is generally considerably reduced, allowing
the use of these models for online monitoring. Moreover, we have
evidenced the applicability of the method on an example.

2

ð38Þ

with v ðkÞ 2 R51 a zero mean stationary white noise signal with:

Efv ðkÞg ¼ 0

ð39Þ

T

ð40Þ

Efv ðkÞv ðkÞ g ¼ I

As can be seen from the above equation, the temperature is measured in the center and at the four corners of the plate. These ﬁve
temperatures are of course entries of xðkÞ.
Using the model (35)–(40), N ¼ 500 states 
xðkÞ and measurements yðkÞ were generated. The input uðkÞ used to generate these
new states and measurements were generated using the procedure
described in the previous subsection.
The input uðkÞ and the output yðkÞ will now be used to estimate
the state 
xðkÞ (i.e. the temperature of the plate in each grid-cell and
for k ¼ 1 . . . ; 500) using a ﬁltering technique. The state estimate

will be denoted by ^
xðkÞ . In order to obtain this estimate, not only
input–output data are required, but also a model. We will here
consider the estimate obtained with three different models. The
ﬁrst model is the non-linear model (33) of order 25 obtained from
the original non-linear model (35) of order 1024 by applying a classical POD technique. The second model is the q-LPV model for
M ¼ 5 that was identiﬁed from (33) in the previous subsection
and ﬁnally the third model is the linear model also identiﬁed in
the previous subsection. Since the ﬁrst two models are nonlinear
the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [12] was used to estimate
^

xðkÞ. The UKF is an extension of the normal Kalman ﬁlter that is
able to handle non-linear models. For the linear model, the normal

xðkÞ.
Kalman ﬁlter was used to obtain8 ^
The three models will be compared in their ability to estimate
the state vector 
xðkÞ. For this purpose, we introduce the following
relative error E:
1

E¼N

PN

2
^

k¼1 jxðkÞ  xðkÞj
PN
2
1

k¼1 jxðkÞj
N

ð41Þ


with ^
xðkÞ the state estimate and xðkÞ the actual value obtained from
simulation (here N ¼ 500). Besides the estimation accuracy, the
three models will also be compared with respect to the computational time required to perform the 500 estimations.
The results using each of the models are summarized in Table 2.
This table conﬁrms our previous results. Indeed, we observe that
the q-LPV model is a perfect trade-off between computational efﬁciency and state estimation accuracy.
8
The linear and q-LPV model are both approximations of the reduced-order model
(33) obtained after POD technique. This means that the ﬁltering technique for the
three models delivers an estimate of the reduced-order state xðkÞ. In Eqs. (3) and (4), it
is explained how to get the estimate of the actual state xðkÞ from the one of xðkÞ.
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